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FantasySmithVR is a stimulation-type VR game. Players can experience how to make a weapon, and how to interact with
characters or creatures in the shop.

The fantasy world setting makes the forging more interesting, magic potion and floating crystals virtually engage players in an
incredible magic world.

The biggest feature of the game is that you can create your own weapon what you like, the sword handle and the gem can mix
freely, you can also buy the special handle or the gem in the market, completes the more personal weapon.
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Title: Fantasy Smith VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
岡本3海苔
Publisher:
岡本3海苔
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2019
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Constant crashes and horrible collision make doing anything a test of patience. Fun when it works, but overall disappointment..
THis game is awfull. Bought it for my son. Never saw him so much dissapointed. Wverything is flying, dissapearing, not
working. Why it was even allowed here as a release.. I really want to like this, but even on the "Small area" play it feels
impossible, the room scale one is far too large, but the small area is too small and I feel like a giant. I wish there were a middle
ground, that couple with the constantly repeated voice lines behind me and no options menu to adjust any of this? I'd have to
suggest passing on it.
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